
QV151E_R0.5.38.219 (software publish-date: December 8, 2017) 

- Security solutions 

- Change in SmartTV Portal 

- Solution for DAZN app 

- Updated channel logos  

QV151E_R0.5.38.213 (software publish-date: August 16, 2017) 

- Replacer for the 5.38.204 

- Solution for voice search 

- Stability improvements 

- Updated channel sorting lists (Germany) 

- Solution for sound stuttering after channel change 

- Improvement in source switching 

- Improvement in Smart TV apps 

- Improvement for Ambilight + Hue 

- Updated channel logos  

 

QV151E_R0.5.38.204 (software publish-date: April 18, 2017) 

- Replacer for the 5.38.150 

- Stability improvements 

- TXT improvements 

- Solution for VideoLand Vod 

- Audio ARC switching between sources 

- Netflix UHD picture format 

- HDMI CEC wake up 

- Videotext issue  

- AL & Hue issues 

- No picture on HDMI sources 

- Updated channel logos  

 

 

QV151E_R0.5.38.150 (software publish-date: December 12, 2016) 

- Replacer for the 5.38.117  

- Stability improvements  

- Improvements after Reinstall TV 

- Improvements for Ambilight + Hue 

- Improvements installation Russian Satellite 

- Improved translations 



 

QV151E_R0.5.38.117 (software publish-date: October 12, 2016) 

- Replacer for the 5.38.93  

- Stability improvements  

- Update to preinstalled channel list  

- Updated channel logos  

 

QV151E_R0.5.38.93 (software creation: 26 july 2016 / software publish-date: 5 august 

2016)  

- Replacer for the 5.38.68 [71XX, 7600 (including 65PUS7600 bom 2) , 8700 series]  

- Stability improvements  

- Solution for playing video in Videociety app  

- Update to preinstalled channel list  

- Updated channel logos  

- Google Security Patches and CTS fixes 

QV151E_R0.5.38.68 (software creation: 26 april 2016 / software publish-date: 2 may 2016) 

- Replacer for the 5.38.55 [71XX, 7600 (including 65PUS7600 bom 2) , 8700 series] 

- Improvements for Video judder on Netflix in case a HTS is connected 

- Improvements for Google Cast playback issues 

- Solution for AL Hue bridge connection lost 

- Netflix Apk v3.0.2 Low Quality UI resolved and UHD content playing back again in 4K 

resolution. 

 

QV151E_R0.5.38.55 (software creation: 4 april 2016 / software publish-date: 15 april 2016) 

- Replacer for the 5.38.52 [71XX, 7600 (including 65PUS7600 bom 2) , 8700 series] 

- Google Security Patches and 2 CTS fixes 

 

QV151E_R0.5.38.52 (software creation: 23 march 2016 / software publish-date: 6 april 

2016) 

- Replacer for the 5.38.28 [71XX, 7600 (including 65PUS7600 bom 2) , 8700 series] 

- New pre-defined channel list for Switzerland 

- Fix for TV Hang-up / Reboot when Scart device is connected 

- Data Partition corruption recovery implemented 

- Improvement for TV not waking up from standby 

- Google Security Patches and CTS fixes 



QV151E_R0.5.38.28 (software creation: 8 dec 2015 / software publish-date: 11 dec 2015) 

- Replacer for the 5.38.8 (71XX, 7600, 8700 series) and 5.38.17 for 65PUS7600 bom 2 

- Logo update for Serbia 

- Logo update for the Netherlands 

- Stability improvements 

- Fix for the green screen issue at startup (prevention for green screen corruption) 

- Fix for False recovery scenario 2 

- Netflix changes:  

o Introduction of Netflix APK 2.4 

o NF Multichannel 5.1 > stereo default selection to prevent Netflix issues in 

case of 5.1 selection in combination with HTS. 

o resolution of a memory leak in NF 

- DVBC scanning issue 

- New Google GMS package 

 

QV151E_R0.5.38.17 (6 nov 2015) 

- Dedicated software for 65PUS7600 bom 2 (different display) ONLY! 

- Technical fix for the AL inversion/rotation of the 65PUS7600 bom 2 

 

QV151E_R0.5.38.8 

- Replacer for the 3.120.175 and 3.120.178 

- This software release enables Netflix 4K 

- Solution for Field-issue: DVB-T2 channels not properly displayed in case of automatic 

installation in Russia 

- Solution for PQ judder due to IO sync issue on 23.97p FHD format via HDMI 

- Solution for PQ judder due to IO sync issue on all formats in case no source switching 

is done after TV startup 

- Improvements for Google Cast of following apps: Netflix, Pocket Cast, Photo Cast, 

Nexus Mirroring, Cast pad, Local cast & Red Bull TV 

- Improvements for Google Play Movies for video stuttering, video buffering and 

stability issues 

 

 

 

 



QV151E_R0.3.120.178 

- Initial SW version for the 8700 curved series only 

- Same Functionality as the 3.120.175 with dedicated Ambilight, Audio and PQ settings 

for 8700 curved series. 

 

QV151E_R0.3.120.175 

- Replacer for the 3.120.137 

- Same Functionality as the 3.120.137 except for the removal of the NetFlix app from 

the launcher. 

 

QV151E_R0.3.120.137 

- Replacer for the 3.120.101 and 3.120.105 

- Improvements for judder on external sources (HDMI) FHD and UHD content 

- Improvements for judder and Lipsync on YouTube 

- Improvements for DTS 

- Improvements for Bluetooth pairing with audio devices 

- Improvements for system stability 

 

QV151E_R0.3.120.105 

- Initial SW version for the 7600 series 

- Improvements for judder and Lipsync on YouTube 

 

QV151E_R0.3.120.101 

- Initial SW version for the 71x0 series 

 


